HP Security Advisory Services
Get comprehensive cybersecurity lifecycle services focused on the personal systems in your
network. HP helps you identify risks and proactively improve the security position of your
multi-brand/multi-OS devices with a full suite of Security Advisory Services.

Experts
in security

Proactive
risk reduction

Heterogeneous
environments

Get a personalized assessment and
plan of action from an HP team that
includes experts with significant,
relevant, hands-on experience
servicing and supporting highly
secure PC security architectures
from the ground up.

Free up your constrained IT security
resources for other tasks and rely
on experts who complement and
enhance them, proactively identify
gaps in your endpoint security
profile, and recommend risk-reducing
procedures to address vulnerabilities.

Close the security gaps opened
by multi-OS and multi-device
environments with services that
focus on securing them, whether
they’re Microsoft, Android™, or iOS,
or a PC, tablet, or smartphone.

The number and variety of endpoint devices in your environment provide enormous advantages for
communication, collaboration, and productivity—but they also expose your business to potential threats.
Our experienced security specialists perform comprehensive audits, vulnerability scans, and penetration testing,
so you can find and close the gaps in your security architecture before someone else exploits them.

Experienced,
certified security experts

Findings and
recommendations reporting

Brand and
OS-agnostic

Trust a team that has multiple

Receive a detailed report of findings
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For more information, visit hp.com/go/services.
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